Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 1

DE6121 Siamese Kitten
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#501

DE6122 Dry Creek
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#501

DE6120 Tea Biscuit

DEW340 Whisper

Main Body
RL#501

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#003

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 2

DE6120 Tea Biscuit
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#501

DE6122 Dry Creek
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#501

DE6121 Siamese Kitten

DEW340 Whisper

Main Body
RL#501

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#003

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 3

DE6120 Tea Biscuit
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#501

DE6121 Siamese Kitten
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#501

DEW340 Whisper
Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#003

DE6122 Dry Creek

DEC755 Cocoa

Main Body
RL#501

Trim & Shutters (Option D)
RL#674

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 4

DE6122 Dry Creek
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#501

DE6124 Whole Wheat
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#557

DEW340 Whisper
Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#003

DE6123 Trail Dust

DEC755 Cocoa

Main Body
RL#557

Trim & Shutter (Option D)
RL#674

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 5

DE6234 Serene Thought
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#517

DE6235 Northgate Green
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#573

DE6197 Modern Ivory

DEW340 Whisper

Main Body
RL#512

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#003

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 6

DE6199 Pale Beach
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#512

DE6197 Modern Ivory
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#512

DE6198 Cream Wave

DEW340 Whisper

Main Body
RL#512

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#003

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 7

DEW340 Whisper
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#003

DE6121 Siamese Kitten
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#501

DE6122 Dry Creek
Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#501

DE6120 Tea Biscuit
Trim & Shutters (Option D)
RL#501

DE6199 Pale Beach
Trim & Shutters (Option E)
RL#512

DE6197 Modern Ivory
Trim & Shutters (Option F)
RL#512

DE6124 Whole Wheat
Trim & Shutters (Option G)
RL#557

DE6234 Serene Thought
Trim & Shutters (Option H)
RL#517

DEW340 Whisper

DE6235 Northgate Green

Main Body
RL#003

Trim & Shutters (Option I)
RL#573

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

Casta del Sol
Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 8

DEC741 Bone White
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#604

DET648 White Picket Fence
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#945

DE6123 Trail Dust

DEC755 Cocoa

Main Body
RL#557

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#674

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 9

DE6361 Baby Seal
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#591

DE6374 Silver Polish

DET648 White Picket Fence

Main Body
RL#537

Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#945

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 10

DE6219 Crystal Haze
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#515

DE6220 Porous Stone

DET648 White Picket Fence

Main Body
RL#515

Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#945

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 11

DEC743 High Noon
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#614

DET648 White Picket Fence
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#945

DEC764 Inside Passage

DE6234 Serene Thought

Main Body
RL#620

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#517

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 12

DEC760 Desert Gray
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#600

DET648 White Picket Fence
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#945

DEC741 Bone White

DE6234 Serene Thought

Main Body
RL#604

Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#517

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 13

DE6190 Ball of String
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#511

DE6234 Serene Thought

DET648 White Picket Fence

Main Body
RL#517

Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#945

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes (Except Carmel Stucco)
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Scheme 14

DET648 White Picket Fence
Trim & Shutters (Option A)
RL#945

DEC741 Bone White
Trim & Shutters (Option B)
RL#604

DE6219 Crystal Haze
Trim & Shutters (Option C)
RL#515

DEC743 High Noon
Trim & Shutters (Option D)
RL#614

DE6190 Ball of String
Trim & Shutters (Option E)
RL#511

DE6234 Serene Thought
Trim & Shutters (Option F)
RL#517

DEC760 Desert Gray
Trim & Shutters (Option G)
RL#600

DET648 White Picket Fence

DE6361 Baby Seal

Main Body
RL#945

Trim & Shutters (Option H)
RL#591

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors

are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

Casta del Sol
Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

Casta del Sol
SUBDIVISION: Casta/Fiesta/Carmel - All Homes
LOCATION: Mission Viejo, CA, 92692
Front Door Options

DE6392 Mink
Front Door Option 2
RL#595

DET699 Bourbon Truffle
Front Door Option 3
RL#996

DEA149 Spiced Berry
Front Door Option 4
RL#438

DEA181 Refined Green
Front Door Option 5
RL#470

DET598 Good Night!
Front Door Option 6
RL#895

DET696 Stanford Stone
Front Door Option 7
RL#993

DET648 White Picket Fence
Front Door Option 8
RL#945

DE6069 Bannister Brown
Front Door Option 9
RL#549

DE6077 Deep Brown
Front Door Option 10
RL#550

DE6334 Long Lake
Front Door Option 11
RL#587

DE6385 Black Bean

DEW340 Whisper

Front Door Option 1
RL#594

Front Door Option 12
RL#003

NOTES TO HOMEOWNERS:

COLOR DISCLAIMER: These color chips are produced as accurately as possible; however, actual paint colors may vary from these samples and from batch to batch. Paint colors
are affected by many factors, including lighting, age, type of finish, type of surface, and adjacent colors. Some colors may require more than one coat for complete coverage. If final

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

Casta del Sol
color appearance and color matches are critical, paint should be sampled on the actual surface before full application. Application of the paint constitutes acceptance of the color. DunnEdwards assumes no responsibility for color after application.

Courtesy
Discount*
Provide this account
number and save up to
37% off LIST PRICE on
Dunn-Edwards
manufactured paint
products.

CONVENIENT DUNN-EDWARDS STORE LOCATIONS
RanchoSantaMargarita-075
30102SantaMargaritaPkwy#A
(949) 459-1195

Laguna Hills - 031
16191 Lake Forest Dr
(949) 788-0950

188536-000

COLOR USE ADVISORY: The color schemes presented are
based on original color specifications approved by your
community. Your community’s color standards may have
changed. Before undertaking your painting project, it is
recommended that you seek approval of your color selections
from the appropriate governing body for your community.

(888) DE PAINT®
dunnedwards.com
*Courtesy discount valid at Dunn-Edwards
stores only. Offer not valid at Independent
Paint Dealer locations, as other discounts may
apply.

SanJuanCapistrano-077
32061-71CaminoCapistrano
(949) 234-1201

